PBS Adult Continuing Education
at
the Campus Center
on the campus of SUNY Old Westbury

Spring 2020:
Marvel and the DC Universe:
Past, Present and Future
Thursdays, 11 AM - 12:30 PM

Classes are held
Jan. 23, 30; Feb. 6, 13, 20, 27; Mar. 5, 26; Apr. 2, 9, 16, 23
Registration is limited to 12 students
REGISTER TODAY!
Tuition for the course is $425.00 for the semester. PBS can receive
payment directly from an approved 3rd party payer (FI).

See reverse side for course description.
Visit our website for schedule of classes and detailed registration instructions.

Registration: http://www.positivebehavior.org/adult-education.html
Questions: AdultEd@PositiveBehavior.org

Marvel and the DC Universe: Past, Present and Future
Step into the magnificent world of the two most influential
universes to date! Students will learn about the Marvel and DC
universes, how they came about and what the future holds. The
topics of the courses will included, but are not limited to:
 The history of both of the universes
 Character development
 Current hot topics for the universes
 The future of the universes in film and comics
 Discussions of characters and their roles
 The influence they have on the world
The goal of the class is to learn and enjoy. From Spidey to Batman
and Daredevil to the Joker this class is sure to be engaging and full
of fun!
Meet the Instructor
Vincent Gamboni: Vince is passionate about the Marvel and DC
Universes. Since a very young age, he has wanted to be just like
Spiderman! Vincent regularly goes to fandom events, dressing as
some of his favorite characters from the universes (like Bane and
Deadpool). I am very excited to see what the future has in store
for DC and Marvel! I look forward to sharing this passion with the
students as part of PBS ACE classes. Outside of fandom and Anime
interest, Vincent has years of experience supporting an array of
diverse students and is currently a student of the Queens College Masters of ABA
program and an Intern with PBS Consulting.
PBS Adult Education classes are taught using various instructional methods tailored to the
specific needs of adult learners. Students will be encouraged to develop critical thinking, research and study skills, and utilize technology for learning and collaboration. All students
inherently benefit from being engaged in an active college environment.
Space made possible through a grant from
Positive Behavior Support Community Foundation

